15:45:32 From Ken Birman to Everyone: No change in admissions, so four big "no"s

15:47:29 From Paul Ginsparg to Everyone: The confusion is that a new designation is necessary: “cino” = college in name only

15:48:34 From bethmilles to Everyone: Thanks so much Abby—these are the PMA students and it is such a moving experience

15:48:48 From Ken Birman to Everyone: CIS doesn't actually WANT to do our own admissions. We have a good relationship with the admissions offices, and anyhow many students take a course or two without joining the major. We basically are close partners with Engineering, Arts, and CALS too (lately), so having them do admissions makes sense and will continue to do so...

15:49:32 From bethmilles to Everyone: For links to Off Campus/Onscreen: https://pma.cornell.edu

15:51:30 From Thomas Björkman to Everyone: I’ve come to expect inconsistency in terminology and expectations across Cornell. An additional one will cause the usual increment of confusion sometimes, but we have learned to live with that.

15:53:41 From Ken Birman to Everyone: So moved.

15:53:47 From Elizabeth Lamb to Everyone: Seconded

15:53:55 From Richard Bensel to Everyone: So move!

15:54:58 From Juan Hinestroza to Everyone: Second

15:55:27 From Madelyn Wessel to Everyone: Charlie--I am here in case I can help.

15:56:19 From Bruce van Dover to Jill Short(Direct Message): We're seeing presenter view, not presentation. Is that what you want?

15:56:51 From Bruce van Dover to Jill Short(Direct Message): Good now!

16:01:49 From Thomas Björkman to Everyone: Why only instruction and research? Outreach is another important role of faculty, and one where things can get contentious.

16:01:51 From Richard Bensel to Everyone: Well done, Risa!

16:02:49 From Bruce Lewenstein (he/him) to Everyone: @ThomasBjorkman, +1

16:03:27 From Elizabeth Lamb to Everyone: +2 Thomas

16:04:38 From Fengqi You to Everyone: +3

16:13:27 From Bruce Lewenstein (he/him) to Everyone: second

16:13:47 From K.E. von Wittelsbach to Everyone: yes

16:13:49 From Juan Hinestroza to Everyone: YES

16:13:49 From ir224 to Everyone: Yes

16:13:49 From Doug Antczak to Everyone: yes
16:13:50 From David Delchamps to Everyone : Yes
16:13:50 From David Lee to Everyone : Yes
16:13:50 From Thomas Björkman to Everyone : Yes
16:13:50 From Maria Gandolfo Nixon to Everyone : YES
16:13:50 From Melissa Hines to Everyone : Yes
16:13:50 From Abby Cohn to Everyone : yes
16:13:50 From Walter De Jong to Everyone : Yes
16:13:51 From Bruce van Dover to Everyone : yes
16:13:51 From Laurent Dubreuil to Everyone : yes!
16:13:51 From Robin Dando to Everyone : Yes
16:13:51 From Estelle McKee to Everyone : Yes
16:13:51 From Bruce Lewenstein (he/him) to Everyone : yes
16:13:51 From Meejeong Song to Everyone : yes
16:13:51 From bethmilles to Everyone : Yes
16:13:52 From Walker White to Everyone : Yes
16:13:52 From Courtney Roby to Everyone : yes
16:13:52 From Brooke Duffy to Everyone : yes
16:13:52 From Chris Schaffer to Everyone : yes
16:13:52 From Dan Barbasch to Everyone : yes
16:13:52 From Michael Thonney to Everyone : Yes
16:13:53 From Margaret McEntee to Everyone : yes
16:13:53 From Erik Born to Everyone : Yes
16:13:53 From Suyoung Son to Everyone : Yes
16:13:53 From Larry Van De Valk to Everyone : Yes
16:13:53 From Elizabeth Lamb to Everyone : yes
16:13:53 From Warren Bailey to Everyone : Yes
16:13:54 From Tracy Stokol to Everyone : Yes
16:13:54 From Marcus Smolka to Everyone : yes
16:13:54 From Martha Field to Everyone : yes
16:13:54 From Richard Stedman to Everyone: 'yes (standing in for Evan Cooch)
16:13:54 From David Chernoff to Everyone: Yes
16:13:54 From Maria Wolfe to Everyone: yes
16:13:54 From Guillaume (GEE-yohm) Lambert (LAMB-bear) to Everyone: YES
16:13:55 From timdevoogd to Everyone: Yes
16:13:55 From elizabeth bunting to Everyone: yes
16:13:56 From Roxanne Marino to Everyone: yes
16:13:56 From Teresa Pawlowska to Everyone: yes
16:13:56 From Ken Birman to Everyone: yes
16:13:56 From Neil Saccamano to Everyone: yes
16:13:56 From Landon Schnabel to Everyone: yes
16:13:56 From Risa Lieberwitz to Everyone: YES
16:13:56 From Martin Kassabov to Everyone: abstain
16:13:57 From Carl Franck to Everyone: Yes
16:13:57 From Charles Walcott to Everyone: Yes
16:13:57 From Laura Goodman to Everyone: yes
16:13:57 From Peter Wolczanski to Everyone: yes
16:13:58 From Rajesh Bhaskaran to Everyone: yes
16:13:58 From Nancy Pollak to Everyone: Yes
16:13:58 From Sherry Colb to Everyone: yes
16:13:58 From Trevor Pinch to Everyone: yes
16:14:00 From Paul Ginsparg to Everyone: yes
16:14:00 From David Zax to Everyone: yes
16:14:00 From Seema Golestaneh to Everyone: Yes
16:14:01 From Roberto Bertoia to Everyone: abstain
16:14:01 From mary katzenstein to Everyone: yes
16:14:01 From Oren Falk to Everyone: yes
16:14:02 From Jeanne Varney to Everyone: Yes
16:14:02 From Harold Hodes to Everyone: yes.
16:14:02 From Richard Bensel to Everyone: Yes
16:14:04 From Jennifer Birkeland to Everyone: yes
16:14:04 From Wendy Wilcox to Everyone: Yes
16:14:05 From Michael Tomlan to Everyone: Yes
16:14:06 From Roger Gilbert to Everyone: Yes (filling in for Joanie Mackowski)
16:14:08 From smk16Suzanne Kay to Everyone: yes Robert Kay
16:14:08 From Gregory Weiland to Everyone: yes
16:14:10 From Debbie Cherney to Everyone: yes
16:14:17 From mdg12 to Everyone: yes
16:14:17 From Rosemary Avery to Everyone: Yes
16:14:21 From Fengqi You to Everyone: yes
16:14:23 From Alexandra Blackman to Everyone: yes
16:14:23 From Jonathan Russell-Anelli to Everyone: yes
16:14:25 From Christine Leuenberger to Everyone: yes
16:14:37 From Robert Travers to Everyone: yes
16:14:38 From Chris Gerling to Everyone: Yes (substitute for Bruno Xavier)
16:14:39 From Vilma Santiago-Irizarry to Everyone: Yes
16:14:42 From Joe Wakshlag to Everyone: yes
16:15:47 From Nancy Pollak to Everyone: yes (in case my vote didn't appear yet)
16:16:29 From mary katzenstein to Everyone: yes, in case my vote also didn't register
16:16:36 From Courtney Roby to Everyone: yes (because I can't find my vote now when I scroll back and am paranoid)
16:24:54 From Mary MacAusland to Everyone: yes
16:35:02 From Abby Cohn to Everyone: Just wondering about funding and what commitments if any have already been made
16:39:12 From Carl Franck to Everyone: Yes because I can't find myself
16:39:44 From Richard Bensel to Everyone: There are also areas that span domestic/foreign categories such as immigration...
16:40:51 From Courtney Roby to Everyone: Well said, Laurent!
16:47:44 From Noliwe Rooks to Everyone: As we think about talking about racism, I have heard students talk about how prolific discussions about oppression and racism are outside of the U.S. because this is the focus of many of our faculty, but the U.S. is often left unexamined. Not either or, but perhaps something to think about in terms of where we start?

16:48:50 From Mark Lewis to Everyone: I agree with Noliwe.

16:49:58 From bethmilles to Everyone: truly. Thank you for this work. It is crucial and we are all grateful.

16:50:28 From Shelley Wong to Everyone: The working group always kept in mind the need for comparative, transnational analytical frameworks. This featured frequently in our discussions and is not something that would be overlooked. What Neema was talking about too was a shifting proportional emphasis in the proposed center's objects of inquiry, a shift that would be responsive to the political urgencies of immediate local circumstances.

16:54:20 From Buz Barstow to Everyone: Mat

16:59:38 From Karim-Aly Kassam to Everyone: Let us understand that treaties with indigenous communities were between Nations. So by definition it has to be international.

17:00:55 From andrew yen to Everyone: In favor of amendment - sorry tardy

17:01:06 From bethmilles to Everyone: Thank you so much!

17:01:31 From Maria Gandolfo Nixon to Everyone: Thank you and have a great week!

17:09:54 From Carl Franck to Everyone: Thanks All!

17:22:11 From David Delchamps to Everyone: Neema, you look like Madame Defarge. :-)

17:25:35 From David Delchamps to Everyone: Department authorities often discourage assistant professors from doing Senate-type stuff.

17:38:50 From Buz Barstow to Everyone: I better go! Bye everyone!